
Opening Statement for Committee Scrutiny of the Digital Safety Commissioner Bill 

 

I am glad to be here once again to address the Committee on the Digital Safety Commissioner Bill 

There is no doubt but that safety online has become one of the most significant challenges facing 

Irish Society, and is arguably one of the most significant child protections issues of our times.  

We face significant challenges and many, particularly parents, are concerned about what is 

happening there. It is hard to blame them when we read the stories of predatory behaviour, harmful 

material and online bullying.  

It is a challenge which legislators very urgently need to face. While it is the case that this is an issue 

which requires a policy response, which requires an educational response, it is also my belief that it 

requires strong regulation and a statutory office with real powers and teeth.  

In most areas of policy, we generally accept that self-regulation is no regulation, and I do not see 

how we could see the internet and the issue of online safety being particularly different.  

Some providers have good mechanisms, but some do not have any. 

We also need legislation to ensure that where they are not stepping up to the mark and putting in 

the safeguards, they should be made to. 

The primary proposed functions of the commissioner would be, among others, to promote digital 

safety for all, to support and encourage the implementation of measures to improve digital safety, 

including oversight and regulation and a timely and efficient procedure for removal of harmful 

digital communications.  

I welcome the organisations, the Department, the ISPCC, CyberSafe Ireland, and Facebook and 

Google 

I also note the views reflected by Ms Niamh Sweeney and Ms Siobhán Cummiskey of Facebook at 

the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Communications. 

I note that they were not opposed to the idea generally speaking, stating ‘We see great benefit in a 

single office having the ability to oversee and co-ordinate efforts to promote digital safety’ 

The key points raised last week, and I expect today, is the need for a definition of harmful 

communications 

It is possible, that it would be appropriate for this to fall within the ambit of the Digital Safety 

Commissioners office, (though certainly not, to be left to the provider) to define what harmful 

communications would be suitable for takedown mechanisms, however, on balance, given that it 

would be a legal requirement to be in compliance with sections 4 and 5, then I do believe it is 

appropriate to provide a definition. 

I am developing a draft of a definition, as I do think it will be necessary. My view, generally speaking, 

is that we must look again to the Law Reform Commission recommendations. This did not define 

Harmful Communications, in terms of a specific standalone offence or conduct. Rather it provided it 

as a description of a categories of offences, already existing and proposed. 



I am not proposing to introduce as amendments to make them criminal offences in this Bill, I do 

favour that these are the types of behaviours which we must seek to address. 

I outlined this last week and can elaborate again if required. 

My view is that one could consider whether only communications which are at the threshold of 

being criminal could be subject to take-down procedures and the regulations proposed in this. That 

would not be the right approach. There are behaviours which are extremely harmful which probably 

fall short of criminal and the definition would have to take that into account. 

I am working on a formula which is adequately tight in terms of drafting, but this would be the 

essential intention, and I am interested in the views of members. 

However, I do believe there should be a definition, I think this would improve certainty. 

I will be making a submission to the committee, and also to the Minister, in the coming period, to 

inform the drafting of the scrutiny report. 

May I suggest to other bodies with an interest that they could consider this as well, and to allow the 

committee to evaluate them in advance of proceeding to committee stage. 

I note also the concerns raised in relation to freedom of expression, and I recognise that absolutely, 

and the need for this to be protected. Freedom of speech is a core value of a free society. 

I acknowledged this in my comments during the course of the last meeting, and of course it is 

correct, that we must proceed carefully. 

Definition will help here I firmly believe, but I do not think that this is any reason that we cannot 

proceed, particularly where these harmful communications are damaging and forms of harassment, 

and indeed often illegal. 

I believe there is a consensus that we cannot simply allow this sector to self regulation.  

We need to be ambitious and imaginative and show vision. . Other common law jurisdictions, such 

as Australia and New Zealand, have put in place robust regulators and commissioners with real 

teeth.  

There is no reason, in another common law jurisdiction such as ours, that we cannot do the same. 

We need to do that. 

 


